The authors selected some interesting current topics among many in the field of functional MRI (fMRI) of the brain. The selection was based on authors’ immediate interests in exploring these aspects further; the topics are presented and discussed along with their perspectives. If progress can be made in these areas, it would be very advantageous to the field of brain research. The topics are (I) Detectable MRI signals in response to functional activity of the brain, including the current status of neurocurrent MRI; (II) Vascular-dependent and vascular-independent MRI signals, leading to the distinction of functional and structural MRI; (III) Functional specificity and functional connectivity of local sites, including differences between task-fMRI and resting state fMRI; (IV) Functional networks: an example of application to assessing the vocational aptitude test by fMRI; (V) Neural oscillation relevant to the formation of fMRI signals and of networks; (VI) Upgrading fMRI to “information-content-reflecting” fMRI, discussed as one of the prospects of near-future fMRI. (DOI: 10.2302/kjm.2018-0011-OA)
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Introduction

Currently, one focus of brain science is connecting the function of the brain to human society by finding representations of human behavior (including intelligent/mental or emotional characters and neuro-disorders) in functional architectures of the brain. One reason for this trend is that many researchers consider that current knowledge of how the brain works in terms of its functional activity has expanded enough to be utilized. Functional MRI (fMRI) has played a major role in brain research and has become a routine way of checking the function of the brain in many settings. fMRI is based on the vascular response to functional activation of the brain; it is not a direct measure of the electrochemical activity of the neural system, unlike other investigative approaches that measure brain waves (i.e., electroencephalography, or EEG) or brain magnetic waves (i.e., magnetoencephalography, or MEG). Moreover, fMRI has a major disadvantage in that it lacks the capability to follow the fast dynamics of neural events because of its slow response time, which is in the order of seconds. Nonetheless, fMRI has the ability, as its main feature, to pinpoint locations of functioning sites in the brain at good spatial resolution. EEG, MEG, and other noninvasive methodologies lack this capability.

The most common fMRI method uses blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast. This image contrast is produced by magnetic field disturbances inside and outside of blood vessels which contain paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin. Such field disturbances are generated by the magnetic susceptibility difference between these blood vessels and the surrounding tissue (Fig. 1A left). The magnetic field disturbance at the surface of a blood vessel is of the order of $10^{-7}$ that of the homogeneous main magnetic field of MRI. The field disturbance contributes to the value of the T2* or the T2 decay constant of the MRI signal.
It has been known for 100 years that neural activation in the brain induces an increase of local cerebral blood flow (CBF). Furthermore, the increased CBF boosts the oxygen supply to an extent greater than that required to meet local metabolic needs. This results in a decreased concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in the capillaries and venous blood vessels. This mechanism by which neural activation mediates BOLD contrast in fMRI images is shown schematically in Fig. 1A. 

Fig. 1A depicts the field distortions generated near and inside blood vessels that contain deoxyhemoglobin. The presence of such field distortion induces faster signal decay (larger R$^2$) in that area (darker areas in the cortex shown in Fig. 1B) and generates the image contrast. In the neuro-activated state, the excess blood flow induced by neurovascular coupling makes the venous blood reddish from the original purple color (Fig. 1A) seen at the baseline state by decreasing deoxyhemoglobin concentrations. The resulting reduced field disturbance leads to a signal increase that produces the neuro-induced change in BOLD contrast. The neurovascular coupling process is briefly described in the following Section I titled Vascular Response.

One early observation of neural activation of visual areas in the human brain is shown in the BOLD-based fMRI in Fig. 1B in the case of left or right hemi-field photic stimulation. Brain activation appeared along the cortical areas where the signal changes are indicated by red color in the image. These cortical areas are away from the fovea area where signals generated by center-field photic stimuli would appear.

With the tight coupling between neural activation and blood vessel dilation, this local change of MRI signal is a reliable indicator of the local changes in neural activity. Furthermore, the noninvasive nature of the method, a major advantage of MRI, allows healthy volunteers to participate as subjects in fMRI-based research without raising ethical concerns. This fact has resulted in expansion of the field of fMRI application. However, the slow response time of fMRI is a disadvantage, as is the dependence of the BOLD signal on multiple parameters such as CBF, oxygen consumption,
and the amount of deoxyhemoglobin as well as the vascular structure at the location of the signal. These factors make detailed quantitative analysis using fMRI difficult, and we have to be content with regarding the signal as a reporter of the functional response of the brain. Despite these disadvantages, fMRI signal acquisition is straightforward because there is no need to preset the proton spins into a specialized condition to acquire the intended signal.

There have been tremendous developments and advances in the field of fMRI since its inception in the early 1990s. Analyses of functional neural networks in the resting state as well as in a state of task-induced activation are leading to an understanding of human psychological and medical characteristics expressed as networks in the human brain. The artificial intelligence (AI) approach of neural networks based on Deep Learning has been applied to improve the image quality obtained from fMRI data and to understand how the brain encodes its inputs and how that information can be decoded from brain image data. Nonetheless, efforts to clarify the basics of in vivo MRI measurement in terms of the relation between structure and function of the brain have also been a focus of the MRI community. In particular, research has been carried out to try to distinguish the vascular signal from the tissue signal, including attempts to produce vascular-dependent and vascular-independent images.

Technical developments, such as very fast acquisition methods and submillimeter high-spatial resolution imaging, are bringing fMRI and its in vivo data closer to the recent neuroscience approach of studying the function of neuronal assemblies beyond the activity of a single or a few neurons.

In this article, we select several topics of interest and discuss them according to our research perspectives. These topics are: (I) Detectable MRI signals in response to functional activity of the brain, (II) Vascular-independent and vascular-dependent MRI signals, (III) Functional specificity of local sites and their functional connectivity, (IV) Functional networks: an example of application, (V) Neural oscillation is relevant to the formation of fMRI signals and networks, and (VI) Upgrading fMRI to information-content-reflecting fMRI.

(I) Detectable MRI Signals in Response to Functional Activity of the Brain

Neurocurrent MRI

Thirty years ago, it was commonly understood within the MRI research community that brain function (essentially electrochemical reactions) was not detectable by MRI. For in vivo measurement, this still seems true today, despite the advantages of MRI (such as noninvasiveness and simultaneous acquisition of structural information) being extremely attractive in brain research. There are various neurocurrents that could generate local magnetic fields capable of influencing the behavior of proton spins central to MRI. Examples of these include magnetic field induced by neuronal action potentials, by currents of axonal pulse conduction, and by post-synaptic currents in the dendritic bed of functioning neuronal assemblies. None of these seem to induce detectable signal changes in in vivo MRI because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, the generated magnetic fields may not be suitable for MRI detection because of their dynamics, spatial distribution, and orientation.

The magnetic field generated by the action potential (AP) of a single neuron or by currents supporting axonal pulse propagation has a bipolar character, reversing direction in approximately a millisecond, as shown in Fig. 2, reproduced from Barry et al. 2016. These dynamic magnetic field changes, apparently induced by Na⁺ and K⁺ currents, were measured by a closely located opto-magnetic sensor based on nitrogen-vacancy color centers in diamond crystal. Such opto-magnetic probes, when miniaturized, will be able to decode the axonal pulse trains related to known animal behaviors, allowing us to begin understanding the language the brain uses.

There are likely abundant micro-scale post-synaptic currents in the dendritic bed of an assembly of neurons coherently activated to perform functional processing. The synaptic currents running in parallel fibers and penetrating through the multiple layers of the cortex should be good candidates for in vivo MRI detection. MEG, which measures extremely small extracranial neuro-magnetic fields (i.e., the far field), is thought to have its source in these parallel-fiber synaptic currents. In contrast, EEG measures the population average of local field potentials (LFPs) with which synaptic currents are associated.

Recently, Sundaram et al. 11 reported the detection of neurocurrents in excised but intact turtle cerebelli, which could tolerate hypoxia and remain physiologically functional. The advantage of this preparation comes from the absence of vascular signals, heart or respiration noise, and tissue motion, thereby making high spatial resolution imaging possible. On electrical stimulation of intact turtle cerebellum in the presence of an inhibitor, only the slow neuronal activity mediated by metabotropic glutamate receptors produced an LFP. This LFP was measured both by grids of electrodes and by high-spatial-resolution “functional” MRI (0.3 mm³). Sundaram et al. mapped the LFP associated with the neural activation and estimated the current dipole distribution in space. The MRI signal phase shift peaked at 0.3° concurrently with the LFP, as shown in Fig. 3. However, the magnitude of the MRI signal change was very small, indicating that the effective magnetic field to which the proton spins were exposed was quite homogeneous within the individual voxels of the area. The decay time of the phase shift was quite close to the slow decay of the LFP of this particular neuronal activity. The current dipole distribution was estimated.
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From the MRI phase-shift map, and the maximum dipole strength, $Q$, at peak was about 0.1 nA·m in a $0.33 \times 0.33$ mm$^2$ pixel. The estimated two dipole maps of LFP and fMRI were spatially similar.

Based on the above results of Sundaram et al., it is worth considering what would happen in cases where LFP decay is fast, e.g., within a few tens of milliseconds, as seen with usual evoked potentials. The signal height would be determined by the signal decay rate balancing the signal increase rate. The signal would reach a plateau within the period of the stimulation or pass a peak after the stimulation has ceased. If the population-averaged magnetic field related to the population-averaged LFP does generate the phase shift in the MRI signal, the phase shift would decrease along with the decay of LFP. This means that the amount of phase shift would be much smaller than that in the case of very slow decay of LFP.

The results discussed above illustrate what to expect for the effects of neurocurrent on the MRI signal of intact animal samples. Consequently, the magnetic field associated with neurocurrents should be detectable as an average with a large number of repetitions, provided that the various sources of noise are suppressed, the neuro-system is stable during repetitions, and that other type of functional signals are separated. The importance of this work is the simultaneous measurement of LFP and the coincidental MRI phase shift. Because there are many other similar signals the origin of which are unknown and which may not be related to neuronal activity, the above approach to check the coincidence with LFP is currently the only way to identify neurocurrents using MRI. From these results in ex vivo preparations, one can hope that someday it may be possible to use MR to detect in vivo neuronal electrical reactions. The advantage of such measurements would

Fig. 2 Magnetic fields produced by currents with action potential and axonal pulse conduction in marine fanworms. Measurements were made using the optically detected magnetic resonance of electron spin in negative vacancy diamond crystal. Reproduced with permission from Barry et al. Fig. 3B and Fig. 4E. (A) Recorded time trace of single-neuron AP magnetic field from a live intact specimen of Myxicola infundibulum for $N_{\text{avg}} = 1650$ events. (B) Recorded time trace of propagating AP magnetic field in the same species by posterior stimulation of the axon of an intact live specimen for $N_{\text{avg}} = 1650$ events.

Fig. 3 The neurocurrent-induced MRI signal phase was shown to be coincidental to the LFP temporal pattern (smooth lines) from slow neuronal activity mediated by metabotropic glutamate receptors in turtle cerebellum. The small bars at the bottom of the traces indicate the stimulation periods. The phase shift was the average of 160 trials together with the sum of 37,49, and 17 voxels for samples from three animals. Reproduced with permission from Sundaram et al., 2016, 11 Fig. 11A.
be in determining quantitative physical values, such as the current dipole strength, and elucidating the dynamics of the event that needs to be stable for repetition to be successful. Other than the dynamics, the information deduced from a current-induced MRI signal would be related to the occurrence of a neuro-event at a specific site. The characteristics of the event that the neurocurrent indicates may be similar to those of LFP (measured by EEG) or MEG signals, or even similar to fMRI responses in the sense that the signals do not provide the information content of the specific processing function of the specific brain region.

Epileptic state MRI signal

Considering the difficulty in observing neurocurrent-induced MRI signals in the human brain, reports of MRI signal changes associated with epileptiform spikes are surprising. During interictal discharges, MRI magnitude and phase signal changes (at a repetition time of image acquisition TR =47 ms) appeared with easily observable high values. These changes were in concert with the temporal dynamic variation of EEG signals. The appearance and the decay rate of the MRI magnitude and phase signals were delayed from the LFP peaks by less than a second, as shown in Fig. 4, reproduced from Sundaram et al. 2010. The signal decay is much faster than usual BOLD signals. The possibility that bulk head motion was the cause of the such MRI signal changes was excluded by the subsequent report by the same authors; nonetheless, the motion of local brain tissue water by some neuro-mechanical coupling mechanism remains a possibility. However, as discussed by the authors, these large MRI signal changes (a maximum of 75% relative to the MRI signal of quiet periods) were observed at the time of interictal spikes on EEG that had unexceptional heights. This observation of such large MRI signal changes is very difficult to comprehend other than as a local image shift at a location with a large gap in MRI signal, such as at the edge of an image or next to cerebrospinal fluid-rich voxels. The Lorentz force even in a large magnetic field $B_0$ would not produce such a strong effect by the neurocurrent expected from the observed ordinary spike height of EEG.

Vascular responses

Another way to detect functional activity of the brain using MRI is based on the vascular/metabolic responses to neural activation. One such approach is BOLD-fMRI, as mention in the Introduction, and it has been highly popular since its genesis in the early 1990s; it is currently routinely used for the study of brain function. Changes in the cerebral blood volume (CBV) are known to be well linked to neural activation. CBV changes offer better spatial specificity and a shorter signal rise time (by about 1s) than BOLD signals. Moreover, CBV signals do not have a signal component from large surface venous vessels. In 2003, vascular space occupancy (VASO)-dependent fMRI was proposed by a group at Johns Hopkins University to measure CBV changes. The inversion recovery signal of tissue water at the null time point of the blood water signal can be sensitive to blood volume changes resulting from the decrease of the tissue water content in an imaging voxel caused by an increase in blood vessel volume. The CBV changes in VASO measurements likely include those at arterioles, capillaries, and venous vessels. Recent advances of MRI technology and increased understanding of the signal change process have turned this method into an emerging fMRI tool to investigate the neuroscience aspects of neuro-imaging.

The key factor of such indirect measurements of neural activation through vascular responses is the tightness of the neurovascular coupling. The coupling mechanism has been attributed not to the action of $Ca^{2+}$ in astrocytes, but to that of $K^+$ released by glutamate binding to astrocytes and to neurons near the synaptic junction whose activity releases excess glutamate. The released $K^+$ makes the smooth muscle of the blood vessel surface dilate and also binds to the endothelium, the inner surface of blood vessels, to induce vessel dilation. With this neuro-vascular coupling, we can expect function-induced changes in BOLD signal.

The slow response (in seconds) to neural events of some 100 ms or shorter is the main disadvantage of BOLD fMRI and other vascular-response approaches to fMRI. However, the slow decay rate of vascular signals increases the sensitivity of the signal detection. The slow decay
time allows BOLD signals to accumulate until the signal production matches the decay, either reaching a plateau or passing the signal response peak. The main reasons behind the popularity of fMRI in brain research are the tight coupling with neural events and the relatively high sensitivity to functional activity.

(II) Vascular-dependent and Vascular-independent MRI Signals

BOLD contrast, which is based on vascular-dependent signal changes, reflects one aspect, among many, of the brain functions that have been measured by fMRI. However, vascular-independent signals could be sensitive to functional and physiological brain states, in addition to the anatomical tissue specific-contrast of the structural image. The MRI signal $S$ at an echo time $TE$ can be expressed as follows:

$$S = S_0 \exp(- R_2^{*} \cdot TE) = S_0^{1} + S_2$$

$$= S_{01} \exp(- (R_2^{*}\text{tissue}) \cdot TE) + S_{02} \exp(- (R_2^{*}\text{tissue} + R_2^{*}\text{vasc}) \cdot TE)$$

where the $S_{01}$ term corresponds to the signal in the area not influenced by the vascular response, and the $S_{02}$ term indicates the area covered by the response caused by vascular effects and the TE dependence with two combined relaxation rates.

When there is neural activation, the fractional signal change will be:

$$\frac{\Delta S}{S} \sim (- \Delta R_2^{*}\text{tissue} \cdot TE) \cdot \frac{S_1}{S} + (- (\Delta R_2^{*}\text{tissue} + \Delta R_2^{*}\text{vasc}) \cdot TE) \cdot \frac{S_2}{S}$$

Assuming $\Delta R_2^{*}\text{tissue} = 0$, $\frac{\Delta S}{S} \sim (- \Delta R_2^{*}\text{vasc} \cdot TE) \cdot \frac{S_2}{S}$

where $S_2/S$ is the signal fraction of the area of the vascular effect coverage in the voxel.

In an early report on $R_2^{*}$ in the mouse brain, oxygenation-dependent signal changes were observed, as shown in Fig. 5, as a function of TE. In the highly oxygenated brain, the signal contrast largely decreased, as in Fig. 5 (upper image), and the residual signal should closely represent the vascular-independent term, largely free from the vascular term. The vascular-dependent term includes functional as well as other physiological effects that could modify the oxygenation and venous blood volume.

Recent efforts have been directed at extracting the vascular term from the quantitative BOLD responses or at producing theoretical estimates of the BOLD signal and subtracting it from the total $R_2^{*}$ term. What remained should be the tissue term, although it likely contains the part of the vascular dependent term that responds to non-

---

Fig. 5 Signal decay as a function of echo time in gradient echo brain images of an anesthetized mouse. The solid symbols are for the image signals of the brain of a mouse breathing normal air (bottom image), and the open symbols are for the image signals of the highly oxygenated brain (top image) of the same mouse. The change in the signal intensity between the two conditions is not due to functional activation. CSF, cerebrospinal fluid. The figure includes some text added to the original in Ogawa et al. 1990.
functional but physiological condition because the above estimates of vascular dependent term are usually based on the functional change of BOLD signal. In this approach, the estimate of the vascular term must be very accurate, otherwise the functional response of the vascular independent tissue term could be due to the residual from the vascular dependent term. If this approach is successful, the “R₂*tissue” term can be isolated and its sensitivity to functional and physiological responses can be checked. The rest of the signal contains contrasts of the anatomical structure. Provided that the anatomical structure image has sufficiently strong contrasts of several types, the anatomical structure map could indicate the presence of various components characterizing the capabilities of various biological functions in the tissue area. It is hoped that, at ultra-high magnetic fields such as 11.7 T or higher, MRI using the above approach will provide new insight into the working of the human brain.

Another approach to obtain the R₂*tissue term mentioned above would be to use the resting state MRI signals that have been attributed to the basal state of the brain. Although such time series signals are quite noisy and hard to pinpoint in vascular terms, it is known that BOLD type signal changes representing resting state brain function do exist. Such functional resting state signals occur at frequencies lower than 0.1 Hz in the time series. The resting state signal during the period when the functional signals do not appear must be related to the basal state of the neural system and should include the non-functional vascular term. This vascular term as a BOLD effect has the same coverage over the tissue as the functional vascular term, but it is likely controlled either by a mechanism without neuronal involvement or by one with neuronal involvement in a nonfunctional role. The effect of CO₂ intake, which induces an increase in CBF, must appear as a signal variation in this term. This term should be related to the basic metabolic state which influence the deoxyhemoglobin content in the blood. Therefor the term would be very informative about not only the autoregulation of CBF but also the basal energy metabolism of the brain, which is known to be highly aerobic with an oxygen/glucose consumption ratio of near 5.5. The oxygen consumption during functional activation does not reach this high oxygen consumption. The vascular response seen in the BOLD effect at the basal state would be interesting to explore. If the basal vascular term could be removed from the basal state signal, the result would be the real basal tissue term. The question of how to achieve this separation needs a further understanding of the phenomena involved.

(III) Functional Specificity of Local Sites and Their Functional Connectivity

Knowledge about the specificity of functional sites is important to understand how the brain works. However, such specificities have been determined only through estimates from postmortem lesion studies and from the expected input to a site dictated by various related neuro-imaging tasks. Often the specificity is of a category that is very general. Determination of such specificity from noninvasive measurements is very difficult, especially at higher-order functioning sites. All site specificity determinations are estimates from indirect information on the way the site works; the reason for this is that the contents of the output information cannot so far be measured noninvasively.

Functional modules

There may be various functional submodules with varying specificity within the neuro-assembly cluster of a one-centimeter-sized site or a voxel of (3 mm)³. Functional imaging at a submillimeter spatial resolution would allow such submodules to be distinguished by their input characteristics. For processing a particular functional task, a combination of relevant modules would be activated. Using fMRI at a low spatial resolution, the presence of certain modules can be tested by observing the event-related responses to a pair of stimulation pulses of the same or different tasks occurring within a short interval (e.g., in tens to hundreds of milliseconds). When the same task is used in a pair of stimuli, the fMRI response of the second stimulus is highly suppressed. However, for task pairs that are different, this suppression does not occur, indicating that the two stimuli activate different modules comprising independent neural assemblies. When the above-described refractory response is observed with partial suppression for non-identical two tasks, the results would be interpreted in such a way that some functional modules in the cluster site are interacting each other. Furthermore, varying the inter-stimulus interval would allow measurement of the extent to which the tasks interact with or remain independent from each other.

However, the refractory response, which can be used to distinguish different tasks in a pair of stimuli, could loose this character by some top-down control, such as the expectation of pair pulses with a different task combination. Such cases often appear in adaptation paradigms. In such situations, the activation of higher-order sites, such as those of the attention circuit, becomes observable, indicating that higher-order sites impose top-down control on the lower functional sites.

A highly developed language capability is unique to humans, and the language processing network of the human brain has been extensively studied. Among the areas involved in language processing, the Broca’s area of Brodmann’s areas (BA) 44 and 45 corresponds to the area assigned 100 years ago by Paul Broca as the site for word generation. Based on clinical and postmortem studies on his patient’s brain, Broca claimed that it was an example
of brain function localization. Currently, BA 44 is known to be involved in syntax (grammar) processing, whereas BA 45 is specialized in semantic processing. Several studies have looked into second language acquisition among speakers of European languages that have a similar language basis. However, Sakai referred to his studies on fMRI responses to short “grammar” tests in second language L2 (English) given to mature Japanese subjects who learnt language L2 when they were young. The two languages [the first language L1 (Japanese) and the second language L2 (English)] differ significantly in structure and grammar. Region BA44 was activated by L2 tasks, overlapping with the activation area resulting from similar tests in L1. For young Japanese subjects who were proficient in L2, the activation by the L2 test was less intense and in a limited area of BA 44, indicating either language area plasticity or lower functional group recruitment in the area after good training. Moreover, the same study reported that similar tests in volunteers who were not exposed to L2 learning did not activate the site during the English grammar test.

It is interesting to note that the brain exerted two types of functional facility (L1 and L2 grammar check) within the same area. This raises several questions, such as is there a mosaic-like placement of functional modules for the two languages. Furthermore, is there any level of neuron sharing between the two functions or are there instant wiring changes among neurons to perform functions related to L1 and L2? To detect grammar violations in processed sentences, there may be some storage of templates with L1 and/or L2 grammatical patterns in the area. Such questions could be answered if the spatial distribution of the detailed specificities in the modular arrangement of the functioning area could be determined and close interactions among such modules could be found.

### Functional connectivity

The functional connectivity of a site in the brain to various remote sites has been determined using the temporal correlation between activation signals in resting state fMRI images. These images contain many intrinsic, functional brain activations without any particular tasks to perform. This connectivity must include those from all functional varieties within a cluster assembly, where spontaneous and coherent activations of all modules are presumably present. The connectivity from such a cluster to remote sites would form an infra-structure among brain sites, similar to that shown by axonal bundle connections that have been observed with diffusion tensor imaging/fiber tracking. In task-fMRI data, where only a limited subset of modules is used, some connectivity observed in resting state fMRI may be inhibited or excluded. For example, in the case of primary motor areas of the left and right hemispheres, this situation is observable. In the resting state, both M1 sites are highly correlated, although the motor task needed to move the right hand activates only the M1 of the contralateral left hemisphere, and not the ipsilateral M1. The activation of some sub-modules within a site by a specific task is only a part of the resting state functional activation. However, its connectivity to other sites must be specific to the functional processing of the task-related input.

### (IV) Functional Networks: An Example of Application

Resting state BOLD activation, which appears as signal fluctuations at very low frequencies (below 0.1 Hz), seems to be a fundamental property of the brain. The functional connectivity map of the brain may contain many functional networks. Therefore, resting state signal correlation analysis has great potential to detect functional brain states. Such analysis may also identify networks determining human sensory and mental characteristics, and also networks newly modified by learning (plasticity) or disturbed by central nervous system disease.

One example we have been working on is to find biomarkers of various capabilities expressed in brain networks for vocational aptitude tests. We hope that these biomarkers will be useful for students to investigate their vocational fitness in various aptitude categories. The algorithm to identify such neural networks, which comprises 19 General Aptitude Test battery categories, is shown in Fig. 6.

Three lines of information were gathered and are indicated in Fig. 6A as lines (I), (II), and (III). Line (I) shows the psychological 19-category test scores of 112 undergraduate college students as the volunteer subjects, line (II) shows anatomical structural information of 112 subjects with 272 predetermined regions of interests (ROIs) in the standard brain, and line (III) shows functional information collection and processing. Figure 6B shows the processing in line (III): (a) for partial data of the resting state time-series of one of the 112 students, (b) for predetermined ROI’s in the standard brain, (c) for each functional correlation matrix of 272 dimensions for 112 subjects, and (d) for processing to find the functional networks for each test category by correlating the 112 test scores with the 112 functional correlation parameters (vij, j=1-112) of i-th element in the 112 matrices of these 112 subjects, covering all functional correlation parameters i=1- N, N=272x271/2.

Figure 7 presents an example of such functional networks for the category Design & Art. This network is composed of 14 nodes (ROIs), among which the middle occipital gyrus, the fusiform gyrus, and the parahippocampal gyrus are known to be involved in visual object and visuospatial context information processing, whereas the amygdala, brain stem, and temporal pole are known to be involved in social and emotional processing.
Fig. 6 (A) Schematic showing the procedure to find functional networks for 19 job categories from (I) psychological test scores, (II) anatomical image acquisition and predetermined ROI, (III) functional data acquisition and analyses. GATB, general aptitude test battery; VA, Vocational Aptitude; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; MCC, multi-class classifier; BN, brain network. (B) Details at a, b, c, and d in Fig. 6A. (a) Resting state time series data at 272 ROIs for individual subjects; (b) the 272 ROIs; (c) the correlation matrix for 112 subjects; and (d) correlating the psychological test scores of 112 individuals with their functional connectivity parameters of 112 matrices to find a network for a testing category (see text for the detail).
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As shown at the bottom of Fig. 6A, classifiers were built for the 19-category tests to check a new subject’s aptitudes. This was done using a support vector machine algorithm with 112 subjects’ psychology test scores and the correlation parameters of the functional network elements observed in the matrices of these 112 subjects. To evaluate the reliability of these classifiers, the classifiers were applied to resting state fMRI data and the aptitude test scores of 19 categories for new subjects. Both the classifier grading and the psychological test scores were categorized in three levels: high, medium, or low. Compared with the psychological test scores, the reliability was superior to a 30.3% chance level, and the average of the 19 categories was about 60%.

To apply the abovementioned approach to “real-life” tests of student fitness, many improvements are needed. For a reliable individual level evaluation, repeated fMRI measurements of the same subject may be useful to secure the accuracy of aptitude prediction. The dynamic connectivity variation, when existent, could be averaged. Further reliability improvement is expected through enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio of fMRI data, as well as by reducing uncertainties between fMRI and behavioral data. One way to remove such uncertainties is to measure fMRI data from professionals/experts of each vocational field, by which the determination of training end-points may be possible. To date, we have experienced difficulty in enrolling such experts in a substantial number for any of the fields.

(V) Neural Oscillation is Relevant to fMRI Signals and Networks

The following paragraph contains a quote from the review by Buzsaki and Draguhn published in Science in 2004.37

“Mammalian cortical neurons form behavior-dependent oscillating networks of various sizes, which span five orders of magnitude in frequency. These oscillations are phylogenetically preserved, suggesting that they are functionally relevant. Recent findings indicate that network oscillations bias input selection, temporally link neurons into assemblies, and facilitate synaptic plasticity, mechanisms that cooperatively support temporal representation and long-term consolidation of information.”

The oscillations mentioned above include the delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and gamma (>30 Hz) oscillations. Gamma oscillations, however, may not be an element of general information transfer within a macro-network, but likely relate to local functional activity. At a local level, the BOLD signal may reflect the coordination of the neuronal firing mediated by gamma-frequency oscillations in postsynaptic potentials. These oscillations can facilitate communication between neurons in the local area by ensuring that spiking occurs at the peak excitability moment of the oscillatory local field potential.39

To understand the roles of these various oscillations, it would be relevant to find how these low- and high-frequency oscillations work in concert, coordinating neural activity into the whole-brain functional networks indicated by fMRI.40 Multimodal measurements, such as EEG and fMRI, should lead to the identification of functionally connected sites with similar low frequency oscillations.

It would be beneficial if low frequency oscillations could be directly identified in the fMRI signal. However, considering the slow dynamics of BOLD signals, this does not seem possible, except for resting state slow oscillations of less than 0.1 Hz. Nevertheless, whether BOLD or other functional signals carry some characteristics of the paradigm-driven fast dynamics in the fMRI slow response has not been explored. If this is possible, then the low frequency matching with the functionally connected sites could be directly measured with some temporal phase relation, demonstrating real functional connectivity. Although this is a big “if,” it is worth exploring, because the requirement of very fast fMRI signal acquisition with good signal-to-noise ratios is within the
reach of current methodology.

(VI) Upgrading fMRI to Information-content-reflecting fMRI

BOLD signals show the location of functional activation but do not inform us about the content of the group activity processing. BOLD signals tend to correspond closely to LFPs, with a minor contribution from neuronal firing, although the information processing by the group corresponds to the collection of firing activities of the participating neurons. The usefulness of fMRI lies in its ability to indicate noninvasively the locations and relative strength of the functional activation of the sites that the brain mobilizes to perform a given task. The functional specificity of these sites is roughly known from the accumulated knowledge of lesion studies and from recent neuro-imaging results. Using that knowledge as a basis, fMRI results of functional site locations are useful to understand what kind of action the brain is taking. This location finding, without knowing the information content of the group activity, is common to the noninvasive methods used in brain research, such as MEG and EEG, which have the additional ability to observe fast activity dynamics. A considerable part of the success of brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) may well be attributed to the information usage of brain locations activated to perform motor tasks.41

The information content of the activity of a group of neurons while processing their input must be changing along the dynamically proceeding activity and is impossible to follow until the group finds the result for the purpose of the activity. The only opportunity and place to see to what the group activity leads relate to the activity of the output neurons. In the lamellar structure of the cortex, layers V and VI are known to transmit the results of upper layer processing. If it became possible to detect the activity of the output neurons of these layers, we could have some handle on understanding the information of the output from a bundle of inputs to the site (i.e., the result of the functional site activity). In other words, we could clarify the specificities of the site and how they vary with inputs. The knowledge of such behavioral and image information would enrich the understanding of brain function to a great extent, because we would also be getting close to the phenomena of information transfer for communication between sites by the specific functional connectivity.

Recently, successful studies that used MRI and fMRI to analyze cortical layers at submillimeter spatial resolution have been reported.42,43 In a special edition of Neuroimage in 2018,7 Kemper et al.44 described a strategy for high-resolution fMRI data analysis. It is difficult to cover the whole brain successfully because of the long imaging time and intra-image head motion. Some problems with the post-imaging correction of head motion may result in blurring of the details of high-resolution images. In situ motional correction would be advantageous to overcome this shortcoming. The surface macrovessel effect on fMRI signals from lower layers has been addressed.45 VASO measurements may not encounter this problem, because the susceptibility effect on $R_2^*$ does not extend in space due to the extremely short TE (echo time for image formation) which prevents intravoxel phase dispersion to contribute to $R_2^*$, contrary to the case of regular gradient echo imaging.

Localized fMRI to investigate a particular cortical area would be a strategy to study layer activity. This approach would have the advantages of shorter acquisition times and a choice of coordinates to visualize the layers properly. Koretsky et al. showed details of layered signal characters in their line-scanned image analysis.46

If deep layer measurement of the human brain can be established in high spatial resolution, it would be advantageous to find a way to extract such signals from relatively low-resolution images that could be acquired more easily. We are planning an attempt to compare two images that differ in image position by one or two layer thicknesses and extract the bottom layers from the others.

The most important point in estimating the information content of output neuron activity using fMRI signals is the neurovascular coupling at the deep layers. Potassium ion ($K^+$) release from astrocytes and neurons upon the binding of glutamate from synaptic activity has been claimed to have a role in neurovascular coupling.21 The released $K^+$ is bound to the outer smooth muscle layer of blood vessels and also to the endothelium of the inner wall of blood vessels, thereby inducing vessel dilation. This vascular response is then related to the LFP because the synaptic activity is the starter of the coupling reaction. With this coupling, however, BOLD signals do not reflect the information content of the output activity of pyramidal cells in the deep layers.

In interesting optogenetic studies by Kahn et al.,8,47 it was shown that in optogenetically manipulated mice that have photo-controllable channels (to activate the cells) in pyramidal cells in layer V, AP activity (cell firing) resulting from photo-stimulation was confined in layer V. However, the LFP spread to the upper layers to some extent, as detected using electrical physiology measurements.8 (Fig. 8A). By varying the pattern of the induced firing trains, the responding BOLD signals were shown to have fairly good sensitivity to the variation (Fig. 8B), indicating the possibility that neurovascular coupling at layer V is mainly through cell firing, rather than through LFP or synaptic activity. Furthermore, Scott and Murphy48 reported that the vascular response at a depth of 250 μm to sensory stimulation was highly reduced by antagonists (CNQX/MK801) to the glutamate binding site; however, the vascular response to the activation of layer V pyramidal cells via photo-control did not change with the presence or absence of antagonists (Fig. 8C).
presence of such antagonists inhibits the neurovascular coupling related to synaptic activity, and the residual vascular response could be caused by cell firing activity. In the study of Scott and Murphy, the vascular response was measured at the upper layers at a depth of 250 μm from the surface. The reported results of the two groups described above are conflicting. Kahn et al. showed that cell firing activity was limited to layer V only, the layer where the photo-activation occurred. In the report of Scott and Murphy, the vascular response at the upper layers was not related to synaptic activity even when the photo-stimulation was at a deep layer. Some detailed comparison of the relevant experimental conditions is required.

If this vascular response to neural firing comprises most of the response at deep layers and is the same in the cortical layers of the human brain, then it might be possible to monitor the information content of the functioning site’s output. The sensitivity of the MRI response and the representability of the pyramidal cell firing in the area of the observation are the key factors. When the input to the area is varied by selecting the paradigm contents in task-fMRI, a change in the vascular response might be observed in a way that can be understood and interpreted, with a good probability that some information content can be elucidated. Furthermore, the variation in the specificity of the functioning modules in the area could be observed. There may be cases of no variation in the vascular response despite differing inputs within a category. This means that either the site (or the observing module) is category-specific, or the site has a filter that extracts only specific information from the various inputs to it, making that the specificity of the site.

A better understanding of the brain’s functional specificity, especially at higher-order brain functional sites, would allow us to learn its functional architecture with less reliance on speculative explanation. The current stage of understanding the brain means that the specificities of functioning sites are mostly estimates with rather broad coverage. After the assignment of specific functional roles to sites throughout the brain is accomplished, interpreting functional networks of various categories would become more plausible, because we will have a fairly good idea on the transferred information from one site to another in a network. We may also gain insights into efficient information processing in the way the brain proceeds to solve a given task. Such knowledge may be useful for improving the performance of AI algorithms, which so far have been using very many uniform operational amplifiers with nonspecific highly-multiple connections. With a better understanding of how the brain works, brain science will be able to interact forcefully with the real world of human society.

There are many other topics of interests in the field of brain research. The topics covered here were selected based on our immediate interests in exploring them fur-
ther. Other researchers may have already investigated these topics and, if that is the case, we would be very happy to learn about the results. We expect that fMRI will continue to progress further and will furnish greater understanding of how the brain works.
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